Unifraktur Maguntia

Manual (with General Rules for Typesettin Fraktur)
Gerrit Ansmann

Quick and Sometimes Dirty
If you do not want to read throu h this manual, try the ready-to-use variants
UnifrakturMaguntiax (more):
◊ x = 16, 17, 18, 19, 20: The font tries to render your text in (German) xth-century
typesettin . This stron ly relies on OpenType features (and thus does not work
with every pro ram) and heuristics (and thus is not perfect).
◊ x = 21: Modern variant i norin historical accuracy and aimed at readers
who are not used to fraktur.
UnifrakturMaguntia16
UnifrakturMaguntia17
UnifrakturMaguntia18
UnifrakturMaguntia19
UnifrakturMaguntia20
UnifrakturMaguntia21

Kü s n re 48 Äxte vo I an – c.
Kü s n re 48 Äxte vor I an – c.
Kü s un re 48 Äxte vor Ivan – c.
Kü s un re 48 Äxte vor Ivan – c.
Kü s un re 48 Äxte vor Ivan – etc.
Küſs unſre 48 Äxte vor Ivan – etc.

About Unifraktur Ma untia
Unifraktur Ma untia is a di italisation of the 1901 typeface Main er Fraktur
by Carl Albert Fahrenwaldt that has been extended by several lyphs.
It aspires the followin paradi ms:
◊ Unicode conformity
◊ Usa e of intelli ent font standards such as OpenType
◊ Support of all characters which have ever existed as fraktur types
◊ Support of all currently used Latin-based alphabets
– unless a disproportional eﬀort is required
While the ﬁrst versions of this font were based on a di italisation by Peter Wie el,
all lyphs have been di italised a ain or been redrawn by now.
The name Ma untia is derived from a Latin name of Main .

About this Manual
The term fraktur is used in its narrower sense, i.e., for a certain kind of blackletter fonts
and not for blackletter fonts in eneral.
Unless noted otherwise, all descriptions of historical typesettin conventions
and customs are based on surveyin actual historical texts and dictionaries.
Table of contents:
◊ Lan ua e support and lyph covera e
◊ Rules for typesettin fraktur and font features
◊ Questions the author would like to answer (FAQ) and acknowled ements
This manual is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence.

Krišjāņi
Þjórſá
Åmål
Æðuvík Værløſe
Alšėnų
Pont-y-pŵl Hłupońca Łęczna
Ĳzendĳke Žďár
Topoľčany
Ëlwen
Freÿr Glyph Coverage Győr
Charnay-lès-Mâcon Gətſ�eab
Țânțăren
Ðulovac
Cruïlles
Forlì
Korçë Çiçekdağı
Sátão Ħaż-Żebbuġ
Əski İqrığ

Supported Current Alphabets
The followin lan ua es’ current latin-based alphabets
are covered by Unifraktur Ma untia:
Albanian
A erbaijani
Catalan
C ech
Dansk
Dutch
En lish
Esperanto
Estonian
Faroese
Finnish
French

German
Icelandic
Irish
Italian
Hun arian
Latin
Latvian
Lithuanian
Lower Sorbian
Luxembour ish
Maltese
Norwe ian

Polish
Portu uese
Romanian
Serbo-Croatian
Slovak
Slovene
Spanish
Swedish
Turkish
Upper Sorbian
Welsh

This list is not exhaustive and in particular omits alphabets that do not contain any characters in addition to the respective
country’s dominant alphabet. To conclusively tell whether a lan ua e is supported, you need to check the lyph covera e.

Supported Historic Alphabets
The followin is a list of historically used characters sorted by lan ua e.
It also lists features that are of particular interest for historically typesettin
the respective lan ua es.
◊ German:

ꝛſ

ů cv11 cv12 cv13 cv14 cv15 ss02 ss03

◊ Latvian: Â â Ê ê Ꞡ ꞡ Î î Ꞣ ꞣ Ł ł
◊ Norwe ian:
◊ C ech and Slovak:

ꞤꞥÔôꞦꞧꞨꞩẜ

Û û cv28

Ⱥⱥ
ẽǦǧñ

cv16 cv18 cv23 cv25 cv26 cv27

◊ Sorbian: ȧ ä á â Ḃ ḃ ƀ Ċ ċ ė é ẽ ê ḱ Ṁ ṁ ḿ Ṅ ṅ ȯ ô õ Ṗ ṗ
ṕṘṙŔŕꝛſṠṡꞨẜŚś ẂẃẏÿŻż
cv16 cv18 cv24
Characters that are neither accessible via their own Unicode points nor via a feature
can be accessed usin combinin diacritical marks.  and  can be accessed
via U+E002 and U+E003 or usin U+0337.

Glyph Covera e – Colours

The followin pa es contain all lyphs of Unifraktur Ma untia.
They are colour-coded as follows:
◊ Glyphs which were contained in Main er Fraktur
(sometimes with a diﬀerent desi n)
◊ Glyphs for support of contemporary texts of livin lan ua es
◊ Glyphs contained in some historic fraktur
◊ Modern variants (more information)
◊ Other Glyphs

A, a and Similar

AÄÀÁÂÃÅĀĂĄ

a ä à á â ã å ā ă ą
Ⱥⱥ ȧ
Æ
æ
ǣ

B, b, C, c, D, d, E, e and Similar

BbḂḃƀ
CcÇçĆćĈĉĊċČč
DdĎď Ðð
EeÈèÉéÊêËë
ĒēĔĕĖėęĚěẽ

F, f, G, g and Similar

F f
GĜĞĠĢǦꞠ
g ĝ ğ ġ ģ ǧ ꞡ

H, h, I, i, J, j and Similar

HhĤĥĦħ
IiÌìÍíÎîÏï
ĨĩĪīĬĭĮįİı
JjĴĵ Ĳĳ

K, k, L, l, M, m and Similar

K k Ķ ķ ḱ Ꞣꞣ
ĸ
L l Ĺ ĺ Ļ ļ
Ľ ľ Ł ł ŀ
MmṀṁḿ

N, n and Similar

NÑŃŅŇṄ
n ñ ń ņ ň ṅ
Ꞥꞥ

O, o and Similar

OoÖöÒòÓó
ÔôÕõØøŌō
ÕŏŐőǾǿ
ȯ
Œœ

P, p, Q, q, R, r and Similar

PpṖṗṕ
Qq
RrꝛŔŕŖŗ
ŘřṘṙꞦꞧ

S, ſ, s and Similar

SŚŜŠŞȘꞨṠ
ſ
s

ẜ
ş ș ꞩ
ś ŝ š   ṡ

T, t, U, u, V, v and Similar

TtŤť Ţţ
UuÜüÙùÚú
ÛûŨũŪūŬŭ
ŮůŰűŲų
Ǜǜ

V, v, W, w, X, x and Similar

Vv
WwŴŵẀẁ
ẂẃẄẅ
Ẇẇ
Xx

Y, y and Similar

YÝŶŸỲȲ
y ý ŷ ÿ ỳ ȳ ẏ

Z, z, Similar and Miscellaneous Letters

ZzŹźŻż
Žž
Þþ Əə

Punctuation and Mathematical Operators

. ,;: -–—? ¿! ¡_~”’
()[]{}<>/|\&§†‡
›‹»«‚‘’„“”•·*✥
+ − × ÷ ± = #

Numerals

0 1 23456789‒

More Number Forms

⁰¹²³⁴₀₁₂₃₄
¼½¾⅓⅔
ⅠⅡⅢⅣⅤⅥⅦⅧ
ⅨⅩⅪⅫⅬⅭⅮⅯ

Miscellaneous Characters

ªº%‰‱°µ¶
€$¢£¥©®™
←↑→↓↔
↖↗↘↙↕

Li atures

S�a��ü�
Graubrot

S�a��ü�
G�aub�ot

Rules and Features
Ausſ�ank

uſ ſank

Krähenfüße Krähenfüße

Li atures
In fraktur typesettin , there are two kinds of li atures:
◊ Typo raphic li atures, which avoid u ly collions or lar e aps between letters,
respectively, e. ., or . These li atures are implemented in the feature liga,
which is usually activated by default.
◊ The required li atures , , , and ß. It does not matter whether ß is re arded
as a separate letter or belon in to this roup. Except for ß, the required li atures
are implemented in the feature ccmp, which is activated by default.
These li atures were not aﬀected by letter-spacin and except , they were used
in almost all fraktur typefaces and texts. and ß were exclusively used for the
sounds they typically represent and therefore they weren’t used in words like
obſzön or Ranicki.
Like today, Li atures weren’t used over boundaries in composite words. For example,
one would typeset auflegen and entzwei instead of au egen and en wei.

Emphasis in Fraktur Typesettin – Letter-Spacin
The predominant mode of emphasis in fraktur typesettin was letter-spacin , which did
not aﬀect required li atures, however. The latter are implmented via the feature ccmp
instead of liga, which facilitates the implementation of fraktur letter-spacin .
For example, usin the LaTeX packa e Fontspec, letter-spacin can be used
in place of boldface as follows:
\setsansfont[
BoldFont = UnifrakturMaguntia,
BoldFeatures = {LetterSpace=8.0, Ligatures=NoCommon, Kerning=Off}
]{UnifrakturMaguntia}
^^I^^I

A , wie gut, daſs niemand weiß, daſs i

Rumpel ilz en heiß!

Emphasis in Fraktur Typesettin – Roman Type
Certain loaned and forei n words were set in roman type in fraktur typesettin .
The Duden dictionary recommended for the German lan ua e:
◊ Use roman type for words from Romance lan ua es (Latin, French, …),
unless their pronunciation or inﬂection is German or they are part
of an unhyphenated word composition.
◊ Never use roman type for names of persons or places.
◊ Use roman type for the abbreviations Dr., Lic. and Ma . as well as similar ones such
as Dr. rer. nat., but not for Prof., Dr.-Ing., Doktor, Magi er or Lizentiat.
Im Grand Hôtel von Chalon-ſur-Saône frönte Prof. Dr. François Dupont
dem Dolcefarniente bei Crêpes, Horsd’œuvres und Vol-au-Vents.
Roman type was occasionally used for all-caps acronyms, but mostly those were avoided
alto ether.
Direkt na

dem Abc lernte er das CGS-Maßſy em.

Emphasis in Fraktur Typesettin – All Caps
All caps were particularly used in old reli ious texts for God, Jesus and similar as well as
for pronouns referrin to them:
GOD, the LORD, ſpoke to JESUS, HIS ſon.
In a variant of this, only the ﬁrst two letters were capitalised:
GOd, the LOrd, ſpoke to JEſus, HIs ſon.
Moreover, sometimes parts of title pa es were set in all caps.

In eneral, usin all-caps fraktur is not recommended as even trained fraktur readers
have trouble decipherin it:
THIS TEXT IS HIGHLY UN PLEASANT TO READ.
Accordin ly, all-caps acronyms were mostly either avoided or set in roman type.

Emphasis in Fraktur Typesettin – Others
◊ Sometimes, other, bolder blackletter typefaces or a bolder variant of the same
typeface were used for emphasis.
◊ There are a few slanted fraktur typefaces, which however never took hold.
◊ An equal-weight schwabacher was rarely used for emphasis, mostly for proper
names or similar. The restriction to such an application was probably due the fact
that certain lowercase letters and thus certain uncapitalised words were hardly
distin uishable from there fraktur counterparts, while the uppercase letters were
suﬃciently distinct.
Neither with samples nor historical sources could I conﬁrm the common claim that,
besides letter-spacin , schwabacher was the predominant method for emphasis in
fraktur typesettin .

The Lon S in German – Preface
The followin rules capture the spellin of dictionaries from the early 1900s,
which had not under one a recent chan e aﬀectin the usa e of the lon s.
Some preliminary remarks and deﬁntions:
◊ Knowin the spellin paradi m of your choice (old/Adelun or new/Heyse)
is re arded as a prerequisite.
◊ In eneral, ſ has precedence over s and thus a iven ſ
is often required by more than one rule.
◊ A meanin ful unit denotes a non-inﬂectional morpheme,
i.e., a word, part of a composite word, preﬁx, or suﬃx.
This also applies if composites that were loaned as a whole.

The Lon S in German – Rules, Part 1
1) ſ is used at the be innin of meanin ful units.
This also applies if two s were mer ed into one at a morpheme boundary.
eben, ill, ſpät, krei e, ſ warz, andalös, awiſ , ſzeniſ , wieſo,
Wildſau, Anſa , S i ſal, Botſ a , Ne arſulm, Weilerſwi ,
A e (from ἄ-σβεστος), Aſphalt (from ἀ-σφαλής), tranſzendent (from
tran(s)-scandere), Di rikt (from di(s)-strictus), Jablon i, Skłodow a
2) ſ is used before the vowel of a syllable.
ro g, Leſung, Raſerei, Tran t, Proſodie, Pſy e, T ngtau, Cſárdás
3) ſ is used in roups of letters denotin a special pronunciation (di raph, tri raph, …).
This does not apply, if the s is the last letter of the roup and of a meanin ful unit.
Fiſ , laſſen, aſſoziieren, Diſſertation, Squa , Krzyſztof, Cſárdás
but: daſs, häſsli (Heyse spellin ); Is ias (no sch sound)

The Lon S in German – Rules, Part 2
4) ſ is used in the middle of meanin ful units, if the followin letter is p, t or z.
Lei ung, Weſpe, laſziv, Fe , brau e
but: Maske, grotesk, Roswitha, Zynismus, Dresden, lesbiſ , Gleisner,
Kosmos, Oslo, Esquire, Esra (not followed by p, t or z)
Samstag, Bistum, Disput, Transport (end of the meanin ful unit)
5) ſ is used before an omitted reduced e (schwa, / /).
e

unſre (from unſere), Dre

er (from Dre ſeler), Pilſner (from Pilſener)

6) In all other cases, s is used.
das, bis, Haus, lies, Aasgeier, Blaskapelle, Dre svieh, deshalb,
Samstag, grasgrün, lösli , Wa stum, Häus en, Ausfahrt, dasſelbe,
Phosphor (from φωσ-φόρος)

The Lon S in German – Notes
◊ The followin rule of thumb fails only in one of about ﬁve hundred cases:
s is used at the end of seperately pronounced meanin ful units; otherwise ſ is used.
◊ The spellin of a very small set of words usually deviated from the above rules:
I am, Iſmael, Iſrael and Mo em. Some dictionaries recommended
the alternative spellin (with s) or were even inconsistent.
◊ Nowadays, there is no basis for re ardin usin
the lon s in blackletter texts as exclusively correct:
• The oﬃcial spellin rules do not mention the lon s.
• Only for very few people, if any, does it make texts easier to read.
• Usin the lon s for blackletter not prevalent anymore.

◊ The rules for lon -s spellin in the current Duden dictionary yield the same results
as our ones, except for omittin z in rule 4. They thus yield, e. ., lasziv instead
of laſziv.

The Lon S in German – Heuristic
Character Variant 11 (cv11/ss11) activates a heuristic that decides whether an s
should be s or ſ on basis of the precedin and succeedin letter. It fails for about
0.7 % of all s. It can be corrected with a ero-width non-joiner (before ſ, after s).
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The Lon S in Other Lan ua es

In West European lan ua es other than German, the distinction between the lon
and round s was rather a typo raphical than a morpholo ical one. Andrew West
ives a meticulous account of his ﬁndin s on this on his blo Babelstone,
from which I hypothesise followin :
◊ At the end of a word, only s was used.
◊ Otherwise ſ was used, except if only a bi ap could have avoided a collision
of ſ and the followin lyph and the respective li ature was not available.
Accordin to this, the En lish word husband would have been typeset hu and
if an -li ature was available. Otherwise it would have been typeset husband
to avoid the u ly huſband. Either way, it was hyphenated huſ-band
as ſ and - do not collide.

Miscellaneous Features of Fraktur Typesettin

In fraktur typesettin , an em dash was used for all current uses of the en dash.
Character variant 19 (cv19) automatically replaces en dashes with em dashes.
cv19:

Iceland–Peru – 15 goals in minutes 27–36
→ Iceland—Peru — 15 goals in minutes 27—36

What Died Out Before Fraktur – The Round R
In early fraktur texts, the round r (ꝛ) replaced the re ular r after certain characters,
namely:
◊ Letters that were round to the ri ht between baseline and midline
such as B, D, G, O, P, b, d, h, o and p;
◊ r and ꝛ (there are counterexamples for these thou h).
Character variant 12 (cv12) automatically performs this replacement:
cv12: Herr Hrdlicka fror in Syrien. → Her H dlicka fro in Sy ien.
The round r was also used to replace et in the abbreviation etc. This usa e ori inated from
the round r’s similarity to the Tironian Et and survived until ca. 1900 and hence, ironically,
the round r in its ori inal use. This replacement is automated via a historical li ature (hlig).
hlig: etc. → c.

What Died Out Before Fraktur – Old Umlauts
Today’s umlaut dots ori inate from a small e that was placed above the respective
basic letter up to the 19th century, e. . . Capital umlauts, however, emer ed only
at the be innin of the 20th century. Before, the basic capital letter plus e was used,
e. . Ae. There are only few examples of a small e over a capital letter.

◊ Character Variant 15 (cv15) replaces the umlaut dots with a small e,
even over capital letters.
◊ Character variant 14 (cv14) replaces the capital umlauts with the respective
base letter plus e and has priority over Character Variant 15.

cv15:
Übergrößengeſ ä → bergr ßengeſ
cv14:
Übergrößengeſ ä → Uebergrößengeſ ä
cv14+cv15: Übergrößengeſ ä → Uebergr ßengeſ

What Died Out Before Fraktur – I–J Mer er

Until the early 20th century, there was no distinction between the capital letters I and J
and both were written as J. Character Variant 13 (cv13) implements this:
cv13: Im Juni in Ingol adt → m Juni in ngol adt

In some early fraktur texts, j was used at the be innin of a word for both, i and j,
while everywhere else i was used for both. Stylistic Set 3 (ss03) implements this
to ether with the above:
ss03: In der Kajüte i jemand. → n der Ka üte

jemand.

What Died Out Before Fraktur – U–V Mer er

Today’s distinction between u and v emer ed in the 17th century. Until then,
v was used for both, u and v at the be innin of words, while u was used elsewhere.
As a capital letter, V was used for both.
The Stylistic Set 2 (ss02) implements this:
ss02: unſer Univerſum → nſer

ni erſum

Easy Readin – No Lon S
If you want to ease readin for an audience that is not familiar with readin fraktur,
the ﬁrst thin that su ests itself is not usin the lon s.
Character variant 0 (cv001 ) replaces every lon s with a round one and allows
to easily switch between typesettin with and without a lon s.
While the swash of the round s hardly poses a problem in texts usin the lon s
(as the round s mostly occurs at the end of words and similar), it one may re ard it
as diminishin readability and aesthetics in texts without it. For such a case, Character
Variant 20 (cv20) “deswashes” every round s that is not at the end of a word (or before
a ero-width non-joiner). One mi ht ar ue that this is also a ood thin for texts with
a lon s.
cv00: reſ g → stressigst
cv20: samstags → am tags

1

cv20: muskulöſes → mu kulöſes
cv00+cv20: ſeriöſes → eriö es

Also available via cv40 for software that does not support cv00.

Easy Readin – Modern Forms
Another diﬃculty of fraktur for today’s readers are letters whose fraktur form is
unfamiliar or can be confused with another letter. Character Variants 1 to 10
(cv01 – cv10) address this issue by providin one or two “modern” variant of such letters.
Stylistic Set 1 (ss01) comprises all easy-readin features (cv00 – cv10, cv20).

cv01: k ķ ḱ
cv02: x →

cv06: K Ķ →

→

cv07: N Ñ Ņ … →

→

cv03: y ý ÿ … →

cv08: S Ś Ş … →

…

…

cv09: V →

cv04: A Ä Å Ą Æ … →
…→
cv05: G Ġ Ģ … →

…

…
…

cv10: Y Ý Ŷ … →

…

ss01: Analy s → nal is

Numerals
Unifraktur Ma untia comes with two kinds of numbers and mathematical operators:
◊ Uppercase numerals as we use them today, to ether with hu e operators.
These were predominant in fraktur typesettin and are activated via the feature
Linin Numbers (lnum).
◊ Fraktur lowercase numerals with moderate operators, which were rarely used,
but which better match the other lyphs. They are activated by default
and via the feature Oldstyle Numbers (onum).
lnum: 16 + 5×9 − 27 = 34 →
Both kinds of numbers are available as proportional numbers (pnum, default)
and monospaced numbers (tnum):

pnum¹
tnum

onum¹
0123456789

lnum
¹ default

Roman Numerals

Roman numerals are implemented on the Unicode code points U+2160 to U+216F.
Successive numerals are automatically ali ned properly (via kernin ):

ⅩⅤⅠⅠⅠ → ⅩⅤⅠⅠⅠ
ⅯⅮⅩⅠⅩ → ⅯⅮⅩⅠⅩ

Kernin
Unifraktur Ma untia was kerned extensively and manually. This includes rarely used,
but particularly problematic pairs with a capital letter in second position.

„Kanzlers“ → „Kanzlers“
(je Fotograf) → ( je Fotograf )
MacPherſon → MacPherſon
IHN (GOTT) → IHN (GOTT)
¿XïĭPRK ľí? → ¿Xïĭ PRK ľ í?
Kerned pairs in the ﬁrst four examples:
„K Ka zl rs ( j Fo to ra f ) Ma cP Ph IH HN OT TT T)

Variants of s-Based Special Characters
◊ Per default, the swash of the s is removed if there is a diacritical mark above it.
Character Variant 16 (cv16) suppresses this.
◊ ś, š and š are also available with a lon s as the base character
via Character Variant 17 (cv17) or usin Unicode’s combinin
diacritical marks (U+0301, U+0302 and U+030C).
◊ Character Variants 21 to 25 (cv21–cv25) allow to access alternates
on a per-character basis. For š, this includes further characters and
character variants that were used in its place historically, in particular
a swashed lon s ( ), that can only be accessed this way.

cv16:
cv17:
cv21:
cv22:

śšŝṡ →
śšŝ →
ś→ →
ŝ→ →

cv23: š → →
→ → →
cv24: ṡ →
cv25: →

Miscellaneous Features
A very few fraktur texts adopted the custom from handwritin to indicate a double m or n
with a bar (macron). This is implemented via discretionary li atures (dlig).
dlig: Donner imme → Do er i e
Character Variant 18 (cv18) replaces ď and ť by variants with a “true” caron,
as used historically. Character variants 26 and 27 (cv26 and cv27) allow
to access these variants separately.
cv18: ď ť →

cv26: ď ť →

ť

Character variant 28 (cv28) activates the łł and ẜẜ li atures,
which were used in some old Latvian texts:
cv28: łł ẜẜ →

cv27: ď ť → ď

Eigenvektor Sauerkraut Weltſ�merz
Que�ions Zeitgei� Anſa� Blutwur�
Glo�enſpiel Oktoberfe� Wunderkind
Leitmotiv Anſwers Gö�erdämmerung
Hinterland Zugzwang Doppelgänger
Kindergarten Geſundheit Realpolitik
Poltergei� Kirſ�waſſer Wanderlu�
Gedankenexperiment Fräuleinwunder
Ru�ſa� Urheimat A�nowledgements
Weltanſ�auung Baumku�en Kitſ�

Questions the Author Would Like to Answer 1

Question: What exactly do the ready-to-use variants do?
Answer: They are equivalent to activatin the followin features and removin features
and lyphs that do not ﬁt into the respective epoch:
◊ UnifrakturMaguntia16: cv11, cv12, cv13, cv14, cv15, cv19, hlig, lnum, ss02
◊ UnifrakturMaguntia17: cv11, cv13, cv14, cv15, cv19, hlig, lnum, ss02
◊ UnifrakturMaguntia18: cv11, cv13, cv14, cv15, cv19, hlig, lnum
◊ UnifrakturMaguntia19: cv11, cv13, cv14, cv19, hlig, lnum
◊ UnifrakturMaguntia20: cv11, cv19, lnum
◊ UnifrakturMaguntia21: ss01

Questions the Author Would Like to Answer 2

Question: I found an unsupported character in a historical text. Can you implement it?
Answer: As lon as it is typeset fraktur: yes. Send me a picture of the character and,
if possible, tell me what you know about it.

Question: I lack some special characters to use my lan ua e. Can you implement them?
Answer: As lon as they do not require too much eﬀort, your wish is all I need to do this.
If possible, please provide non-trivial desi n uidelines for your characters.
Please understand that I will only spend eﬀort on extensive lan ua es (e. ., Vietnamese)
if there are multiple requests.

Questions the Author Would Like to Answer 3
Question: Will you include medieval abbreviatures or similar?
Answer: Only, if they existed in movable type and in fraktur (not textura).
Question: Why are uppercase variants (and only those) missin for some letters?
Answer: Because they were never used at the be innin of the word and fraktur all-caps
are a bad idea. Should have been wron about such a letter, I am rateful for hints thou h.
Question: But why are there some capital versions of lowercase letters that have never
been used at the be innin of the word then?
Answer: Because implementin the letter was easier than checkin all of its possible
usa es. If you have solid proof that a capital letter is not needed, let me know.

Questions the Author Would Like to Answer 4

Question: Do you plan to support non-Latin alphabets, such as Greek or Cyrillic?
Answer: No.

Question: When should I use the characters from Unicode’s Private Use Area?
Answer: Preferrably never. These characters are only a makeshift alternative for
pro rams that do not support smart font features. They can lead to all sorts of problems,
in particular with respect to compatibility and searchability. In the case of  and ,
the Private Use Area is only a temporary solution until these characters are encoded
in Unicode.

Questions the Author Would Like to Answer 5

Question: Why is UNZ (Unicode- erechte Norm für Zusa eichen) not supported?
Short answer: To avoid encoura in anybody to use it.
Lon answer: The ero-width non-joiner (U+200C) allows to encode all fraktur texts
with Unicode and therefore UNZ is not needed for this, but only for pro rams that do not
support OpenType or similar. Thus, UNZ is an increasin ly unnecessary, localised solution
for those users of blackletter who want to use such a pro ram, but are willin to spend
a considerable eﬀort on havin blackletter li atures rendered. Advancin UNZ helps only
this roup – advancin , e. ., the OpenType support of some pro ram helps users
of several lan ua es and writin systems worldwide. Moreover, UNZ has all the eneral
problems of the Private Use Area, namely compatibility issues and no searchability.
Therefore I consider supportin UNZ to do more harm than ood.
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